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Abstract
Most multimedia presentations produced by many commercial software do not consider the audience’s individual background. I M M P S is a multimedia authoring and
database system that allows a presenter to plan the audience’s reaction in advance. While the audience is watching
a presentation, the underlying inference system is learning
from his/her response. This mechanism makes a presentation to be proceeded again act according to the audience’s
background and knowledge. Thus, the resulting presentation is more diversified.

1

INTRODUCTION

As the popularity of multimedia computers increases
recently, many multimedia CD ROM titles were also
launched by software venders. A number of software
systems for producing multimedia software were also
available. However, most CD ROM titles generated by
these system allow only pre-defined contents, such as
video files, a sequence of slide show, or a piece of music,
to be presented to the audience. These type of presentations usually communicate with the audiences in a single direction manner, or provide a limited way to listen
to the audiences via push buttons or pull-down menus.
Not many CD ROM titles support individual tutoring.
As a result, many users of the same CD ROM title listen to the same presentation over and over again even
though different users mostly have different background
and learning speed. For this reason, we propose an
Intelligent MultiMedia Presentation System (IMMPS)
that allows a presentation designer to construct his/her
intelligent presentation as a CD ROM title.
The main contribution of our research is in its delivery of a system which provides: l.) an intelligent
presentation specification language, 2.) an addressee
characteristics specification and learning environment,
and 3.) a multimedia resources and presentation DBMS
with reuse controls. Presentation intelligence is represented by a canonical rule-based format. These knowledge not only include t h e addressee’s background (i.e.:
common sense of the person who watches the presentation), but allow human reactions to be learned by
the presentation program. A database management
system is also designed for the CD ROM title de-
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Figure 1: The software architecture of IMMPS

signers to organize and store his/her multimedia resource/presentation. This database is associated with a
presentation reuse control interface. Presentations can
be reused partially or fully upto the designer’s choice.
Our system supports personalization. Not only the
graphical user interface of the generated presentation
can be fully customized, but the underlying knowledge
of the addressee can be easily updated.
Fig. 1 illustrates the software architecture of our system. The graphical user interface of IMMPS is supported by two sub-systems: the presentation navigation and topic designer, and the addressee knowledge
acquisition tool. The first sub-system allows the designer t o drag and drop presentation topics, such as
picture boxes or music boxes, in a presentation window. Push buttons and hot spot areas are also allowed for the addressee to control presentation navigation. The second sub-system allows the presentation
designer to enter knowledge represented as facts and
rules similar to the one used in Prolog. While the designer is running his/ber presentation, the presentation
carrier and knowledge inference engine carry out the
multimedia resources, control the sequence of navigation, and perform the knowledge inference. Some of
the inference results may assert/retract knowledge facts
or rules into/from the presentation. Thus, the presentation program is updating itself as the communication
proceeds between the addressee and the computer. The
presentation can be reused, xhich is controlled by our
object reusc: control system. T h e system a1loK-s two
type of reuses: the reuse of multimedia resources and
the reuse of multimedia presentations. These objects
are stored in our multimedia database which is built on
top of a commercial object-oriented database (i.e., Ob-
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jectPro/ODB). Finally, the first version of our system
is run under the MS Windows 95.
We start our discussion with the analysis of some
commercial products, and talk about some related
works. Then, we present our approach which looks at a
presentation from two perspectives. An object-oriented
multimedia database is then introduced to support our
presentation design. Finally, our conclusions are given
in the last section.

2

RELATED.WORKS

A number of researchers developed domain specific presentations using artificial intelligence techniques. For
example, COMET (Coordinated Multimedia Explanation Testbed) [6] uses a knowledge base and AI techniques to generate coordinated, interactive explanations
with text and graphics that illustrates how t o repair a
military radio receiver-transmitter. WIP [l]is able t o
generate knowledge-based presentations that explain t o
a user how to use an espresso machine. The work described in [2] integrates knowledge representation systems and a propositional logic theorem prover t o create text and map based illustrations showing the situations and plans of a Navy’s fleet. A P T (A Presentation Tool) [8] automatically generates graphical presentations of relational information. A Piano tutor described in [5] is able to use coordinated media, video,
voice, and graphics display, to teach beginners how to
play the piano. To support the creation of good multimedia presentations, many articles suggest that a multimedia database supporting fast indexing and synchronization is essential [4]. A distributted database supporting the development of multimedia applications is
found in [4]. A mechanism for formal specification and
modeling of multimedia object composition is found in
[7]. The work discussed in [7] also consider the temporal properties of multimedia resources. The layered
multimedia data modeling mechanism [lo] suggests a
good mechanism to manage multimedia data.
The related works addressed above are mostly academic researches. On the other hand, we also looked a t
the following commercial products related t o multimedia authoring or presentation designs:
1 . Authorware Professional by Macromedia, Inc.
2. Director by Macromedia, Inc.
3 . Multimedia Viewer by Microsoft
4 . ?.Idtimedia Toolbook by Xsymetrix Corporation

5. Hypermedia System by I T R I (Taiwan)

6 . Action! by >Iacromr.dia, Inc.

7. Audio Visual Connection by IBM

Authorware uses a n event control flow diagram allowing the presenter to specify presentation objects and
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Figure 2: Graph and DAG representations of a muitimedia presentation
controls, which can be decomposed into several levels
in a hierarchy structure. The system also provides a
simple script language for calculation and d a t a manipulation. Other systems (i.e., 3, 4, and 7 above) also
provide script languages and API (application program
interface) functions. Hypermedia System, Action!, and
Director use a time line table allowing actions or objects
to be dropped in a particular time d o t . Most systems
allow users to cut and paste presentation objects or actions via button click and drawing. Multimedia Viewer
also provides a set of medium editing tools. Presentation objects produced by these tools can be linked together by a script language supporting functions, data
structures, and commands. None of the above systems,
however, allows the interactive sequences provided by a
user to be learned by a presentation. Our approach, on
the other hand, solves this problem.

3

PRESENTATION MODEL

To design a multimedia presentation system, the first
thing is to understand what is a multimedia presentation. Most presentations produced by multimedia authoring tools are designed as a hypermedia document.
Unlike traditional presentations using slides, multimedia presentations are proceeded in a nonlinear manner
in that push buttons are provided for the user to navigate through different related issues. These presentation issues are not totally independent, for two reasons.
Firstly, two issues closely related to each other should
be linked such that the audience matches the presentation can refer to related issues easier by folloming the
links. For instance. a presentation touring Paris ma>links a picture of the Paris Tower with a description. either by audio or text. of its history. Secondly. tmo issues
presented in a presentation may share common information. ‘There is no reason of storing duplicated data in
one presentation, which makes a consistent update becomes tiresome. For instance, the addressee’s name and

background used in an interactive presentation should
be stored only once in the presentation. While updated,
the addressee’s name will be changed consistently. We
suggest that a presentation can be designed from two
different perspectives: the navigation view and the representation view. From the navigation view, a presentation is a graph with nodes as presentation windows
and edges as navigation links. From the representation
view, information that can be shared among windows
are background of the audiences (e.g., the addressee’s
name or knowledge to the presentation topic), multimedia resources (e.g., a text document file or a video
file showing a mechanical operation), or other knowledge useful in the presentation. A property inheritance
structure such as a tree or a DAG (Directed Acyclic
Graph) is suitable for our knowledge representation architecture. Fig. 2 illustrates these two structures. In
the figure, a frame (i.e., a presentation window) is a
composed object which represents a topic that a presenter wants to discuss. A frame may contain push
buttons, one or more multimedia resources to be presented, and a number of knowledge rules (e.g., k l , k2,
k3). A message (e.g., m l , m2) with optional parameters is passed between two frames (or back to the same
frame). The graph edges represent navigation links are
shown in curve lines, with message names as labels. The
DAG edges represent knowledge inheritance are shown
in straight lines without label. In the figure, to the right
of each frame, we show the knowledge rules that can be
used in the frame. Even knowledge rules “kl” , and “k2”
are shared among Frame 1, Frame 2, and Frame 3, they
are stored only once in Frame 1. Note that multiple inheritance is also allowed, as Frame 5 inherits knowledge
rules from both Frame 3 and Frame 4.
There are a number of restrictions applied to our
message passing system and knowledge inheritance system. For instance, a message passed in between two
frames has a unique name. And, only the destination
frame can receive the specific message sent to it. Each
message has only one source and one destination. A
child frame inherits all knowledge rules from its parent
frames. The relation of knowledge inheritance is transitive. However, the inheritance architecture is acyclic.
That is, a frame can not be a parent frame of its own.
If a child frame contains a knowledge rule that has the
same rule name as one of the rules the child frame inherites (directly or indirectly), the rule defined in the
child frame overrides the one from its parent frames. If
two rules belong to two frames have the same name, the
rule should be stored in a common parent frame only
once to avoid inconsistency.

4 THE DATABASE
To design a good multimedia presentation, not only a
good software system, but high quality multimedia resources are essentially important. Also, to increase the

efficiency of design, reuse of pre-designed presentation
pieces is a key. Not many presentation design system
has an underlying database management system to support presentation reuse. In our research, the development of a multimedia database is considered from the
beginning. We survey a number of techniques to develope multimedia databases. The strategies of storing
multimedia resources has four approaches:
relies on a regular file system
uses a traditional database manegement system (e.g.,
relational DBMS), with the support of an object-

oriented interface
uses an object-oriented database management system,
with user interface support

bases on object-oriented concepts, design the database
from scratch
The first approach relies on the users to manage multimedia resources by themself. There is no support of
reuse of presentations. Most presentation systems allow cut and paste of portions of a Presentation. However, this is not an ideal strategy in general due to the
limitation of a file system, such as the inflexiblity of
object composition and sharing. The second approach
relies on a relational DBMS. However, due to the natural of rriultimedia presentations, it is easier to organize a presentation using an object-oriented methodology [3, 91. The difference between a traditional DBMS
and an object-oriented DBMS makes the usage of a
relational-based multimedia database system becomes
inefficient [9]. Thus, the third approach overcomes the
second by using an object-oriented DBMS as the underlying system. Even the underlying system may not be
designed specially for multimedia data, we found that
most object-oriented DBMSs provide the binary data
type, which is useful for storing pictures, sound, video,
etc. The last approach is the most efficient way in general. However, it is quite time consuming to design
this type of multimedia database. For the above reasons, we take the third approach and use a commercial
object-oriented DBMS. In the following sub-sections,
we discuss the development of our multimedia database
supports the reuse of multimedia presentations.

4.1

T h e Database Hierarchy

The advantages of an object-oriented database over a
traditional database are in its data sharing via property
inheritance, and in the convenience of object reuses.
With the helps of these techniques, our database management system supports the integration of multimedia
resources and presentation designs. The hierarchy of
the proposed multimedia database consists two layers:
the frame object layer and the resource object layer.
Fig. 3 gives an overall view of the database. In the
hierarchy! objects are connected by links. Two types
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Definition: An aggregation link, shown by a curve
line with a single direction arrow, indicates that a frame
is using a resource.

Frame
Object

Layer

An aggregation link connects frames and resources in
the two layers of the database. An association may exist
in between t w o resources. For example, a n animation
resource is associated with a MIDI resource which is
used as the background music.

Definition: An association link is represented by a
bi-direction arrowed curve line between two resources
which are corelated.
The two types of objects in our database are frames
and resources. A frame is denoted by a box while a
resource is represented by a circle with its associated
properties given in a n attached rounded box. The actual d a t a of a resource is stored in the commercial multimedia file format on the hard disk.
So far, we have discussed the overall picture of our
database system. In the next section, we summarize
important properties of the two types of objects in our
database.

4.2
Disk Storage for Resource Data

disk access

inheritance

usage (message)

----%association

resource

aggregation

-3

Multimedia Object Attributes

Multimedia resources are recorded or captured via
camera, tape recorder, or video camera, converted to
their digital formats, and saved on the disk. These
resource files can be reused in different presentations.
A resource is associated with a number of attributes.
We consider the following attributes for multimedia resources in the resource object layer of our database:

frame

name: a unique name of the resource.

Figure 3: The database hierarchy consists of two layers
of objects are implemented: frames and resources. And
four types of links are used, as discussed in the following
definitions:

Definition: An inheritance link, denoted by a thick
straight line, represents a property inheritance between
m
two frames in fig. 3.
Inheritance links are used in the process of knowledge collection of an activated frame before the logical
inference of the frame proceeds. A message, with or
without parameters, shows the usage relation between
two frames.

Definition: A usage link, represented by a labeled
thin straight line, is a link which represents a message
passed between two frames.
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keyword: one or more keywords are used a s the description of a multimedia resource. For instance, name
of the city is a keyword of the bitmapped picture of
Paris.
usage: how the resource is used (e.g., background,
navigation, or focus).
medium: what multimedia device is used to carry out
this resource (e.g., sound, video, MPEG, or picture).
model: how the resource is presented (e.g., table, map,

chart, or spoken language).
temporal endurance: how long does the resource
last in a presentation (e.g., 20 seconds or permanent).
synchronization tolerance: how does a participant
feel about the synchronization delay of a resource. For
instance, a user usually expects t h e immediate response
after pushing a button for the next page of text. But.
the user might be able to tolerate for a -iideo plav being
delayed for two seconds.

detectability: how does the resource attract a listener
(e.g., high, medium, or low).

startup delay: the duration between a message is

presentation knowledge: logic facts, rules, and a
query used in the frame when the frame is open. Note
that presentation properties can be represented as logic
facts.

issued and the corresponding resource is presented, especially when the resource is on a remote computer
connected via network.
hardware limitation: what kind of hardware is essential for carrying out the resource (e.g., MPC level
1, level 2, level 3, or other limitations).
date: the date and time this resource file is created.

Presentation knowledge and frame layouts are provided by the user via our graphical user interface. In
the next section, we discuss the reuse of frames and
resources.

resolution: the resolution of this resource file, specified by X x Y (or 0 x 0) screen units.

4.3

version: the version of this resource file.

start/end time: for non-permanent resources, the
starting cycle and the ending cycle of the piece of video,
sound, or other resources that can be used, especially
used as a presentation resource. A cycle can be a second, one-tenth of a second, or a frame number of a
videolanimation.
resource descriptor: a logical descriptor to a physical resource data segment on the disk.

association links: pointers to other resources who
have the coexistence relation with the current resource.
Since each resource has a number of attributes, if
each query searching a resource needs to contain all
of these attributes, it will be tiresome. Thus, we propose an intelligent mechanism that makes a query easier. The database is built in with a number of inference
rules. Each rule describes a n if-then relation between
two attributes. The following are some of the rules used
in our database:
If
If
If
If
If
If

frame layouts: screen coordinates of resources.

usage=focus then detectability=high
m o d e l = i l l u s t r a t i o n then mediumzpicture

medium=picture then temporal-endurance=permanent
medium=MPEG then hardnare-limitation=MPEG-card
model=map then medium=picture

...

etc.

Some un-specified attributes can be deduced from
others. Thus, a user does not need to specify all attributes of a resource while he/she is using a query to
search for the resource.
. I

In the frame object layer, each frame is also associated with a number of attributes:
name: a unique name of the frame.

keyword: one or more keywords are used as the description of the frame.
inheritance links: pointers to other frames which inherit properties from t h e source frame.
usage links: messages from the source frame to the
destination frames, including possible parameters.
aggregation links: pointers to resources which are
used in the source frame.

Object Reuse

The reuse of objects in our system is based on the
concept of object groups. An object group is a collection of objects which serves as the basic unit in a presentation. For example, a piece of presentation showing
the history of computers consists of several frames associated with a number of resources used in the frames is
defined as a reusable object. This piece of presentation
can be reused in several computer science related lectures. Two types of groups are defined in the database:
the frame groups and the resource groups (both are
denoted by circles in fig. 3). A frame group or a resource group could become a reusable object stored in
the database, if the group is declared by the user via
our graphical user interface. After the declaration, an
object group becomes a n object class. These frame object class and resource object class will be reused when
instantiated later on.
Before an object group is stored as an object class in
the database, some links will be discarded while some
links will be maintained. For the frames in a frame
group, the usage (or inheritance) links are divided into
two parts: the internal usage (or inheritance) links and
the external usage (or inheritance) links. An internal
usage (or inheritance) link has its source and destination frames both belong to the frame group. An external usage (or inheritance) link, on the other hand, has
its destination frame outside the frame group. When
a frame group becomes a frame object class, our system keeps the internal inheritance links, the internal
usage links, and the aggregation links. But the system
will discard all external links of the frame group. The
similar concept is applied to a resource group. When
a resource group becomes a resource object class, our
system keeps the internal association links and discards
all external association links.
T h e process of instantiation requires the allocation
of memory 9r disk storage for the neK instantiated object group. and the declaration of external links to other
objects in the presentation. For a frame group instantiation, t h e external usage links and the external inheritance links will be restored by the user. For a resource
group instantiation, the external association links need
to be given. An instantiation process creates a new object group with new links connected to other objects in
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the presentation. But, the instantiation process does
not duplicate information that can be shared among
instances, such as frame layouts or the actual resource
data stored on the disk. The management of object
reuse is assisted by our presentation reuse control interface and a resource browser. The user is able to use
our system to organize their presentations and resources
systematically.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced an intelligent multimedia
presentation system allows a presenter to design intelligent presentations. The presentations designed allow
addressees’ response to be learned via knowledge assertions as knowledge inference side effects of some preplanned knowledge rules Our new proposed model, by
using an object-oriented approach, allows a presenter to
design his/her presentation as a hypermedia document
with navigation specified as messages among frames.
This model, by allowing knowledge inheritance, also facilitates data sharing and ensures a consistent updating of knowledge. A presentation design is entered via
our graphical user interface. Different components of a
frame are given in different windows. The user interface takes these components and produces a presentation which is run by o u r presentation carries/inference
engine subsystem.
An object-oriented multimedia database is also introduced. The database system is to support the design
of intelligent multimedia presentations constructed by
using our presentation system. A presentation consists
of a number of frame groups. The generalization of a
frame group, named a frame object class, serves as the
basic reusable unit of a multimedia presentation. Similarly, the generalization of a resource group, or an individual resource a s a group, can be reused. This reuse
mechanism, supported by a graphical user interface, allows a user to organize his/her multimedia resources
and presentation pieces easily.
The intelligent multimedia presentation system as
well as its supporting database run under the MS Windows 95. The implementation language is Visual Basic,
C++, and Prolog. Some ,sample applications are also
designed to show the usage of our system. These applications are: a student study plan consultant, a classic
music browser, and a Chinese violin tutor.
Our contributions in this paper are, firstly, we use
object-oriented methodology and artificial intelligence
techniques to design a model for presentations by specifying relations between frames. Secondly, a language
and a user interface are defined and its supporting environment is implemented. Also, we propose a database
hierarchy uses a n object-oriented approach. This hierarchy is then implemented on the top of the ObjectPro/ODB database management system to support our
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intelligent multimedia presentation designs. And, the
reuse mechanism allows the user of our system to organize and reuse their presentation easily. Finally, some
sample applications are designed showing our research
results. This system can be used for general purpose
presentations or demonstrations in different fields such
as education, training, product demonstration, and others.
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